What's Included Under the Travel Assistance Services?

The program’s Travel Assistance component offers an invaluable suite of convenient, and potentially critical, services. These include:

- Evacuation services in the event of a catastrophe or political unrest
- Assistance in replacing a lost credit card, passport, wallet, or documentation
- Contact information for the nearest embassy, consulate, government office, and vetted attorney firms
- Translation services via telephone
- Current weather conditions for your destination
- Information on required immunizations and recommended preventative medicines
- Assistance in obtaining special medical services or supplies (e.g. a wheelchair or oxygen tank)
- Contact information and office hours for local medical providers
- Assistance in filling a prescription
- Forwarding of medical records to a local doctor or hospital
- Aid in arranging a medical evacuation with an approved transporter and medical professional
- AND MORE!

When accidents happen, your coverage is in the bag.

The Elia International Travel Program gives you a solid back-up plan in the event of an emergency, so you can journey with confidence. No worries attached.

- Broad emergency medical insurance coverage
- A host of travel assistance services
- No special registration required
- Unlimited personal sojourn coverage
- Security evacuation assistance

For more information, visit our website at www.elia.org/ForeignAssist
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How Do I Register?
You’re already registered! If you are a faculty or staff member, student, alumnus or volunteer of a member institution, you’re automatically covered when traveling on institution-sponsored trips. The tear-out policy card and key tags included here simply give you critical contact information in a handy, take-along format...no “activation” is necessary. Note that there is an additional key tag provided for parents, guardians or relatives.

Panic Prevention 24/7
There may be no such thing as a routine emergency, but when crisis strikes and you’re 1,500 miles from home, things can go from run-of-the-mill bad to all-out panic in a heartbeat.
That’s why we’ve developed the EIIA International Travel Program. Whether it’s a personal emergency or a global catastrophe, this full-spectrum service is your life-line, providing broad insurance coverage and critical assistance while you travel abroad on any institution-sponsored trip. A single phone number provides 24/7 access to assistance and medical personnel, regardless of the time zone.

What Kinds of Emergency Medical Expenses Are Covered?
One of the strengths of this program is its broad coverage, which includes most expenses due to injury or illness while traveling. For exceptions and deductible information, please visit our website at www.eiia.org/ForeignAssist. Below is a small sample of the types of emergency medical cases we’ve covered in recent months:
• Malaria
• Spinal injury
• Hip bone fracture
• Appendectomy
• Unspecified psychosis
• Injuries from auto accidents

My Family is Traveling with Me. Are they Covered?
Spouses and dependents enjoy the same broad coverage when traveling with you.

I’d Like to Stay a Little Longer. Am I Still Covered?
Yes. In fact, our built-in unlimited personal sojourn clause means you can arrive early or stay on for as long as you’d like before or after the institution-sponsored event. Either way, you retain your full coverage, with just a few exceptions outlined in the policy. You’re even covered if you travel to other countries while on a personal sojourn.

For detailed policy information, log on to eiia.org/ForeignAssist